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IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE
In re:

Chapter 11

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND
DELAWARE BSA, LLC,1

Case No. 20-10343 (LSS)
(Jointly Administered)

Debtors.
Re: D.I. 497
DECLARATION OF BRIAN WHITTMAN IN SUPPORT OF REPLY IN
FURTHER SUPPORT OF THE DEBTORS’ APPLICATION FOR ENTRY OF
AN ORDER AUTHORIZING THE RETENTION AND EMPLOYMENT OF
SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP AS ATTORNEYS FOR THE DEBTORS AND
DEBTORS IN POSSESSION, NUNC PRO TUNC TO THE PETITION DATE
Brian Whittman, being duly sworn, states the following under penalty of perjury:
1.

I am over 21 years of age and I am fully competent to make this declaration (the

“Declaration”) in support of the Reply in Further Support of the Debtors’ Application for Entry
of an Order Authorizing the Retention and Employment of Sidley Austin LLP as Attorneys for the
Debtors and Debtors in Possession, Nunc Pro Tunc to the Petition Date, filed
contemporaneously herewith. I am a Managing Director at Alvarez & Marsal North America,
LLC (“A&M”), a limited liability corporation, which has been retained as the financial advisor to
the Boy Scouts of America (the “BSA”) and Delaware BSA, LLC, the non-profit corporations
that are debtors and debtors in possession in the above-captioned chapter 11 cases (collectively,
the “Debtors”) [Docket No. 355].

I have twenty-five years of financial restructuring and

bankruptcy experience.2 I have served as a Managing Director in A&M’s Restructuring &

1

The Debtors in these chapter 11 cases, together with the last four digits of each Debtor’s federal tax identification
number, are as follows: Boy Scouts of America (6300) and Delaware BSA, LLC (4311). The Debtors’ mailing
address is 1325 West Walnut Hill Lane, Irving, Texas 75038.

2

For the past twenty-five years I have advised companies requiring performance improvement or financial
restructuring across a wide range of industries, including automotive, communications, distribution,
manufacturing, media, mining and retail. I have also led complex engagements for companies, secured lenders
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Turnaround group since 2008 and the group’s co-head of the Midwest region since 2019. Prior
to joining A&M in 2002, I spent seven years working as a director in restructuring at a former
“Big Five” accounting firm. I respectfully submit this Declaration in support of the Debtors’
response to the objection of Century Indemnity Corporation to the Debtors’ retention of Sidley
Austin LLP (“Sidley”) as counsel in these chapter 11 cases [Docket No. 426].
2.

Except as otherwise stated in this Declaration, all facts set forth herein are based

on my personal knowledge, materials provided by, or my discussions with, members of the
Debtors’ management team or information obtained from my personal review of relevant
documents. Additionally, the views asserted in this Declaration are based upon my experience
and knowledge of the Debtors’ operations, financial condition, and liquidity. If called upon to
testify, I would competently testify to the facts set forth herein.
3.

A&M was retained by Sidley on behalf of the BSA in October 2018 to provide

restructuring advisory services in connection with BSA’s review and evaluation of possible
strategic options. Since A&M’s initial engagement, A&M personnel have worked closely with
the BSA’s management and other professionals, including Sidley, on BSA’s restructuring
including working toward a global resolution of abuse liabilities and have assisted them with the
requirements of the chapter 11 cases. Since August 2019, I have been the lead Managing
Director at A&M responsible for this engagement, and I have had a lead role in preparing the
Debtors’ chapter 11 filings, developing the Debtors’ business plans, and providing diligence to
and negotiating with certain of the Debtors’ key constituencies. In doing so, I have familiarized
myself with the Debtors’ day-to-day operations, financial affairs, and books and records through
review of certain financial documents and discussions with management.

and creditors, serving in both interim management and advisory roles.
Restructuring Advisor and a Certified Public Accountant.

I am a Certified Insolvency and

2
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4.

On February 18, 2020 (the “Petition Date”), each of the Debtors filed a voluntary

petition for relief under chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. Since the Petition Date, I have
maintained a lead role in supporting the BSA’s senior leadership team through the restructuring,
including by coordinating the preparation of various financial statements and schedules, and
assisting in the assembly of historical financial data, cash flow projections, and other financial
analyses.
5.

It is my understanding that Sidley was retained by the BSA shortly before A&M’s

retention in the fall of 2018. I am aware of the extensive work that Sidley has performed on
behalf the BSA and the Debtors’ estates, both prior to the Petition Date and during the course of
these chapter 11 cases. I have participated in numerous teleconferences and meetings with
Sidley over the last several months and have worked closely with Sidley on providing
restructuring advice to the BSA.
6.

As I previously described in the Declaration of Brian Whittman in Support of the

Debtors’ Chapter 11 Petitions and First Day Pleadings [Docket No. 16], the BSA is a non-profit
corporation that relies on member fees and donations to sustain its operations.

The BSA

recognized that prolonged bankruptcy cases would be costly, would deplete funds available to
compensate abuse victims, and would endanger the BSA’s capability to continue to carry its
mission after emergence. The Debtors and their advisors have made significant efforts to ensure
that these chapter 11 cases proceed as expeditiously and efficiently as possible.
7.

The Debtors’ financial position and operations have been significantly impacted

by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. The social distancing measures adopted throughout the
country have had a considerable effect on the organization’s operations. In particular, the BSA
was forced to temporarily close virtually all of its 175 Scout Shops over the course of March

3
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2020, and expects some locations will remain closed into the summer resulting in a significant
decline in revenue.

The BSA has also had to cancel various events, which has impacted

fundraising, and its units throughout the country have had to cancel programming, which has
impacted recruitment of new members. As a result, and in order to help conserve its financial
resources, the BSA furloughed approximately 60% of its workforce effective April 1, 2020, and
has reduced other discretionary expenses. The substantial reduction in staff and the additional
work associated with adapting to the new realities of this pandemic have imposed significant
additional burdens on the employees who remain with the BSA. BSA is also facing the potential
cancellation or reduction of its programming at its high adventure facilities this summer as a
result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Historically, BSA has derived a material portion of its
revenue from these summer programs, and the cancellation or other limitations and restrictions
placed on the camps in response to the COVID-19 pandemic will further increase the Debtors’
financial challenges. In the aggregate, the Debtors project that COVID-19 will have an impact
of over $60 million on their liquidity position, creating a heightened need to advance the chapter
11 cases as quickly as possible.
8.

It is my view that denying the Debtors’ Application for Entry of an Order

Authorizing the Retention and Employment of Sidley Austin LLP as Attorneys for the Debtors
and Debtors in Possession, Nunc Pro Tunc to the Petition Date [Docket No. 204] and displacing
Sidley as restructuring counsel to the Debtors would be highly detrimental to the Debtors and
their estates and prejudicial to the Debtors’ restructuring efforts and negotiations with their
constituencies.
9.

Sidley has performed extensive work in preparing the Debtors for these chapter

11 cases and in representing the Debtors in pre- and post-petition negotiations, structuring and

4
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planning regarding the restructuring. If the Debtors were forced to hire replacement counsel, it
would delay the restructuring process and ongoing stakeholder discussions while the Debtors
select and educate such replacement counsel.

Replacement counsel would require time to

become familiar with the Debtors, their non-profit operations, financial affairs, abuse claims
history, organization structure, the pleadings and other documents filed in connection with these
chapter 11 cases, and the myriad of legal issues and other aspects of the restructuring on which
Sidley has been working for the past 18 months. Such a delay would be prejudicial to the
Debtors as they seek to reorganize as efficiently as possible and continue working and
negotiating with their stakeholders to facilitate that process. Further, Sidley has been closely
involved in the ongoing negotiations with advisors to the Official Committee of Unsecured
Creditors and the Official Committee of Tort Claimants, and the interests of the Debtors would
be harmed by having new counsel inserted into those discussions at this stage of the proceedings.
10.

Further, there would be material financial costs to the Debtors’ estates to

compensate replacement counsel to become educated on the Debtors’ operations and
restructuring, and to duplicate diligence, analyses, and other work that Sidley has performed.
Given the financial position of the Debtors and the additional uncertainty and financial distress
caused by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the additional costs would be a significant burden
on the Debtors’ estates. Both the delay in the timing of these chapter 11 cases and the additional
expense of replacement counsel would be detrimental to the Debtors’ reorganization and harmful
to the Debtors’ estates.

[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank]
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Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true
and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Dated: April 28, 2020
Highland Park, Illinois

/s/ Brian Whittman
Brian Whittman
Managing Director
ALVAREZ & MARSAL NORTH AMERICA, LLC
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IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE

In re:

Chapter 11

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND
DELAWARE BSA, LLC, 1

Case No. 20-10343 (LSS)
(Jointly Administered)

Debtors.

DECLARATION OF JESSICA C.K. BOELTER IN SUPPORT
OF RESPONSE BY SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP IN FURTHER SUPPORT
OF THE DEBTORS’ APPLICATION FOR ENTRY OF AN ORDER
AUTHORIZING THE RETENTION AND EMPLOYMENT OF
SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP AS ATTORNEYS FOR THE DEBTORS AND DEBTORS IN
POSSESSION, NUNC PRO TUNC TO THE PETITION DATE
I, Jessica C.K. Boelter, being duly sworn, state the following under penalty of perjury:
1.

I am a partner of the law firm Sidley Austin LLP (“Sidley”) based in its office

located at 787 Seventh Avenue, New York, New York 10019.
2.

I submit this declaration (this “Declaration”) on behalf of Sidley in support of the

Response by Sidley Austin LLP in Further Support of the Debtors’ Application for Entry of an
Order Authorizing the Retention and Employment of Sidley Austin LLP as Attorneys for the
Debtors and Debtors in Possession, Nunc Pro Tunc to the Petition Date (Dkt. 204). 2
3.

I am leading the team advising BSA regarding various strategic options for reaching

an equitable global settlement of abuse claims against BSA, including restructuring alternatives.
Except as otherwise stated in this Declaration, I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth

1

The Debtors in these chapter 11 cases, together with the last four digits of each Debtor’s federal tax identification
number, are as follows: Boy Scouts of America (6300) and Delaware BSA, LLC (4311). The Debtors’ mailing
address is 1325 West Walnut Hill Lane, Irving, Texas 75038.

2

Capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed to such terms in the Response by
Sidley Austin LLP in Further Support of Debtors’ Application for Entry of an Order Authorizing the Retention and
Employment of Sidley Austin LLP as Attorneys for the Debtors and Debtors in Possession, Nunc Pro Tunc to the
Petition Date filed contemporaneously herewith.

1
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herein. I am over 21 years of age and I am fully competent to make this Declaration. If called upon
to testify, I would competently testify to the facts set forth herein.
4.

BSA retained Sidley on September 26, 2018, which was memorialized in an

engagement agreement that was executed on October 3, 2018. A true and correct copy of the
engagement agreement between BSA and Sidley, dated October 3, 2018, is attached hereto as
Exhibit 1.
5.

The Sidley Restructuring Team has substantial experience in navigating

restructurings involving mass tort claims. Specifically, the Sidley Restructuring Team includes
lawyers involved in In re TK Holdings Inc., Case No. 17-11375 (Bankr. D. Del.), In re Yarway
Corp., Case No. 13-11025 (Bankr. D. Del.), In re Owens Corning et al., Case No. 00-03837
(Bankr. D. Del.), In re Federal Mogul Global Inc., et al., Case No. 01-10578 (Bankr. D. Del.), In
re Montreal, Maine & Atlantic Railway, Ltd., Case No. 13-10670 (Bankr. D. Me.), and certain of
the Catholic archdiocese bankruptcy cases.
6.

Since the fall of 2018, and culminating in the Chapter 11 filing on February 18,

2020, the Sidley Restructuring Team has dedicated significant time and energy to this matter and
leveraged its experience to counsel BSA regarding a host of issues, including retaining a future
claimants’ representative, discussions with an ad hoc group of attorneys representing significant
numbers of current abuse claimants, the formation of the Local Council Committee, and strategies
for reaching a global resolution of the BSA’s abuse liability, including the establishment and
population of a data room, the largely consensual preliminary injunction with respect to pending
abuse litigation, the crafting of a plan of reorganization to serve as a framework for the parties’
negotiations, and the appointment of a mediator. Sidley also has developed substantial historical

2
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and ongoing working relationships with the many different parties in interest to this proceeding,
including counsel and other professionals.
7.

In addition to Sidley, BSA is also represented by Haynes and Boone LLP (“Haynes

and Boone”), Morris Nichols Arsht & Tunnell LLP (“Morris Nichols”), and Ogletree, Deakins,
Nash, Smoak & Stewart, P.C. (“Ogletree Deakins”). Haynes and Boone is special insurance
counsel to BSA. In connection with the work described above, lawyers at Haynes and Boone have
taken the lead on all coverage-related matters, including analyzing policies held by BSA and, later,
negotiating with BSA’s insurers, including Century, and drafting those portions of the proposed
Plan of Reorganization pertaining to insurance matters, such as the language relating to insurance
neutrality. Morris Nichols is additional Delaware-based bankruptcy co-counsel to Sidley. Ogletree
Deakins represents BSA in the abuse claims litigation. BSA and Sidley intend for Haynes and
Boone to continue on in their role of special insurance counsel as the case progresses, and, in
conjunction with Morris Nichols, will handle any coverage or other disputes with Century,
including any adversary actions involving Century that may arise out of these proceedings. Haynes
and Boone will also handle negotiations with ESIS Inc., the Century-affiliated third-party claims
administrator. (See Application Ex. B, Boelter Decl. ¶ 22.)
8.

In the late summer and fall of 2019, BSA was intensively working to reach a global

resolution among all interested stakeholders that would result in a prepackaged bankruptcy that
would effect a global resolution of outstanding abuse claims. BSA involved Haynes and Boone,
its dedicated insurance counsel, from the outset of its restructuring negotiations. Haynes and Boone
initiated substantive discussions relating to the restructuring with BSA’s insurers, including
Century.

3
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9.

I have been informed by Haynes and Boone that Century was an insurer in years

where BSA faces significant abuse liabilities and has policy obligations that do not contain
aggregate limits for abuse claims arising in certain of these policy years.
10.

In late September 2019, Haynes and Boone reached out to set up a meeting with

Century and its parent, Chubb, that included Sidley in its role as BSA’s restructuring counsel.
11.

I attended that meeting on October 14, 2019, at Sidley’s Chicago office. Shortly

before the meeting, Sidley was informed that Century had hired Tancred Schiavoni of O’Melveny
& Myers LLP as outside restructuring counsel. There were a number of participants, including
other Sidley attorneys Michael Andolina and Thomas Labuda, as well as the following additional
relevant attorneys:
a. Ernest Martin, Jr., Partner at Haynes and Boone, LLP and special insurance
counsel to BSA;
b. Bruce A. Griggs, Shareholder, and Ellen Perlioni, then-Of Counsel, from
Ogletree Deakins, abuse litigation counsel for BSA;
c. Steven P. McGowan, Secretary and General Counsel to BSA;
d. Christopher Wadley, Partner at Walker Wilcox Matousek LLP and outside
counsel to Century and Chubb;
e. Christopher Celentano, Senior Vice President, Coverage & Complex Claims, at
Chubb;
f. Catherine “Shelly” Williams, Vice President, Coverage & Complex Claims, at
Chubb;
g. John Dwyer, General Counsel at Brandywine Holdings, an affiliate of Century
and Chubb; and
h. Tancred Schiavoni, Partner at O’Melveny & Myers LLP and outside counsel to
Century and Chubb.
12.

At no point during that meeting did anyone raise any concern about Sidley’s

participation in the meeting or Sidley’s role as restructuring counsel.

4
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13.

On October 17, 2019, Century wrote a letter to Haynes and Boone addressing the

substance of the October 14, 2019 meeting. A true and correct copy of that letter is attached hereto
as Exhibit 2.
14.

The following week, Sidley hosted additional meetings at its Chicago office

(although Sidley attorneys did not attend), which involved a representative of Century and Chubb,
as well as attorneys from Ogletree Deakins, regarding a proposed claims matrix. No concerns
were brought to Sidley’s attention following this meeting.
15.

On October 31 and November 1, 2019, the following attendees participated in a

Webex conference with Michael Andolina and me that covered, among other things, a discussion
of BSA’s financial situation:
a. Ernest Martin, Jr.;
b. Christopher Celentano;
c. Christopher Wadley;
d. Shelly Williams;
e. Tancred Schiavoni;
f. Gary Svirsky, Partner at O’Melveny & Myers LLP and outside counsel to
Century and Chubb; and
g. Brian Whittman, Managing Director, Alvarez & Marsal and restructuring
advisor to BSA.
That conference was scheduled via email. A true and correct copy of those emails, dated October
31, 2019, among the attendees listed above, is attached hereto as Exhibit 3. At no point during that
conference did anyone raise any concern about Sidley’s participation in the meeting or Sidley’s
role as restructuring counsel.
16.

On November 3, 2019, Christopher Celentano communicated Century’s objection

to Sidley’s participation in the mediation scheduled to begin the following day. A true and correct
5
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copy of that email chain between counsel for Century and Sidley Restructuring Team attorneys,
dated November 3 to November 25, 2019, is attached hereto as Exhibit 4.
17.

On November 4, 2019, Ernest Martin, Jr. (Haynes and Boone), Michael Andolina,

Thomas Labuda, and I met with Century’s in-house counsel, as well as Mr. Schiavoni, prior to the
beginning of the mediation to discuss Century’s position. During that meeting, Century indicated
that it was concerned that Sidley had received confidential information about the BSA policies as
a result of its work for Century. I stated that no confidential information from those matters had
been communicated to the Restructuring Team. Century agreed to participate in the mediation
without waiving its rights.
18.

Following Century’s objection, Sidley promptly implemented an ethical screen

between the Bankruptcy and Reinsurance teams, which became effective on November 4, 2019.
A true and correct copy of the email implementing formal ethical screen, dated November 4, 2019,
is attached hereto as Exhibit 5.
19.

At no point did any attorney working on the BSA restructuring do any legal work

in connection with the reinsurance collections disputes or other matters being handled by Sidley
under the supervision of Sidley partner William Sneed. Indeed, I was not even aware of the
reinsurance matters or Sidley’s role in those matters until shortly before the mediation was
scheduled to commence.
20.

Since BSA filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy on February 18, 2020, Sidley has

proceeded to coordinate numerous tasks aimed at facilitating an efficient resolution of the case,
including setting up a data room, coordinating with the Ad Hoc Committee of Local Councils,
meeting and working extensively with the two official committees appointed in the case, moving
for appointment of a future claims representative and a mediator, moving for and receiving entry

6
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of an order granting a preliminary injunction of abuse litigation against non-debtors, and items
related to a global resolution of abuse actions related to BSA.
21.

My initial declaration filed in support of the Application prominently and expressly

disclosed the pertinent details of Sidley’s prior representation of Century in certain reinsurance
disputes involving claims under insurance policies Century or its predecessors issued to BSA. (See
Application, Ex. B.) Schedule 2 to my initial declaration also identified all current and former
representations within the last three years by Sidley of the Potential Parties in Interest (as defined
in the initial declaration), or their apparent affiliates, as the case may be, all of which are unrelated
to these chapter 11 cases. Since filing the initial declaration, it has come to my attention that Sidley
is engaged by Cozen O’Connor P.C. in connection with the representation of an association of a
number of insurers in certain 9/11-related litigation and appeals. Sidley’s client in that
representation is the association of insurers, which is not a Potential Party in Interest. However,
several of the Potential Parties in Interest or their affiliates listed on Schedule 2 to my initial
declaration as current or former clients of Sidley within the last three years are members of this
association. I further understand that Pacific Indemnity Company and United States Fire Insurance
Company, which were not identified on Schedule 2 to my initial declaration, are members of this
association.

[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank]
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Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true
and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Dated: April 28, 2020
New York, New York

/s/ Jessica C.K. Boelter
Jessica C.K. Boelter
Partner
SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP
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IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE
In re:

Chapter 11

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND

Case No. 20-10343 (LSS)

DELAWARE BSA, LLC, 1

0 ointly Administered)

Debtors.

DECLARATION OF NANCY B. RAPOPORT
I, Nancy B. Rapoport, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, under penalty ofperjury, hereby
declare as follows:
I. BACKGROUND AND QUALIFICATIONS
1.

I am the Garman Turner Gordon Professor of Law at the William S. Boyd School

of Law at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV), and am an Affiliate Professor of Business
Law and Ethics at UNLV's Lee Business School. My work address is University of Nevada, Las
Vegas, Mail Stop 1003, 4505 S. Maryland Parkway, Las Vegas, NV 89154-1003.
2.

I have been admitted and am in good standing in the following jurisdictions: United

States District Court, District of Nevada (2009); Nevada Supreme Court (2008); United States
District Court, Northern District of Texas (2003); Texas Supreme Court (2001); United States
Supreme Court (2000); Nebraska Supreme Court (1999; inactive status); Ohio Supreme Court (1993;
inactive status); United States District Court for the District of Hawaii (1988); California Supreme
Court (1987; inactive status); and United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit (1987).
3.

I submit this Declaration in support of the Response of Sidley Austin LLP in

1

The Debtors in these chapter 11 cases, together with the last four digits ofeach Debtor's federal tax
identification number, are as follows: Boy Scouts of America (6300) and Delaware BSA, LLC (4311).
The Debtors' mailing address is 1325 West Walnut Hill Lane, Irving, Texas 75038.
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Support of the Debtors' Application for Entry of an Order Authorizing the Retention and
Employment of Sidley Austin LLP as Attorneys for the Debtors and Debtors In Possession, Nunc
Pro Tune to the Petition Date.
4.

I have been employed at UNLV and the Boyd School of Law since 2007. Prior to

my work there, I served as a Professor of Law at the University of Houston Law Center (2006-07),
as Dean and Professor of Law at the University of Houston Law Center (2000-06), as Dean and
Professor of Law at the University of Nebraska College of Law (1998-2000), as Associate
Professor and Associate Dean for Student Affairs at The Ohio State University College of Law
(now the Moritz College of Law) (1996-98), as an Associate Professor of Law at Ohio State (199598), and as an Assistant Professor of Law at Ohio State (1991-95). Before I entered academia, I was
an associate attorney at Morrison & Foerster (1986-91) and, before that, I served as a law clerk to
the Hon. Joseph T. Sneed III, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit (1985-86). I received my
undergraduate degree from Rice University (B.A., summa cum laude, 1982) and my law degree from
Stanford Law School O-D., 1985). In 2012-2013, I served as the Interim Dean of the William S.
Boyd School of Law. In 2014-2015, I served as the Senior Advisor to the President of UNLV.
From July 2015-May 2016, I served as the Acting Executive Vice President and Provost of UNLV,
and during July-August 2017, I served as the Acting Senior Vice President for Finance and Business
of UNLV. From May 2016 through June 2018, I served as the Special Counsel to the President of
UNLV. I am a Fellow of the American College of Bankruptcy (2005-present) and of the American
Bar Foundation (2002-present). I am also a member of the American Law Institute (2001-present).
5.

As a professor, my research areas all involve the intersection of ethics with various

fields: the behavior of bankruptcy lawyers, fees in chapter 11 cases, the behavior of lawyers

2

.MY promotion to Professor at The Ohio State University College of Law occurred as I was
transitioning to the University of Nebraska College of Law.
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generally, the ways that lawyers and legal ethics are portrayed in popular culture, the changes in the
legal profession, the dynamics of law firms, the relationship of social science to the behavior of
lawyers and other professionals, possible changes to legal education, and the ethics of corporate
governance. I have served as one of two Reporters for the American Bankruptcy Institute's Task
Force on National Ethics Rules, which suggested changes to certain ethics rules relating to the
practice of bankruptcy lawyers and related professionals. I have also testified in several cases
involving ethics issues, as set forth more fully in my CV, attached hereto as Attachment 1.
6.

My publications include a forthcoming textbook on professional responsibility

(BERNARD BURK, VERONICA FINKELSTEIN & NANCY B. RAPOPORT, ETHICAL LAWYERING: A
GUIDE FOR THE WELL-INTENTIONED (Wolters Kluwer, forthcoming 2020)); an earlier edition of a
bankruptcy treatise (BLOOMBERG BNA BANKRUPTCY Li\W TREATISE, A TREATISE WITH REAL-TIME
UPDATES (contributing editor) (Bloomberg BNA 2014)), and several articles on bankruptcy ethics,
including some of the earliest work on conflicts of interest in bankruptcy cases:
a. Nancy B. Rapoport, The Intractable Problem efBankruptry Ethics: Square Peg, Round Hole,
30 HOFSTRA L. REV. 977 (2002).
b. Nancy B. Rapoport, Our House, Our &,Jes: The Needfor a Uniform Code of.Bankruptry
Ethics, 6 A.M. BANKR. INST. L. REV. 45 (1998).
c.

Nancy B. Rapoport, Seeing the .l-4orest and The Trees: The Proper Role ef the .Bankruptry
Attorney, 70 IND. L.J. 783 (1995).

d. Nancy B. Rapoport, Turning and Turning in the Widening Gyre: The Problem efPotential
Conflicts ofInterest in .Bankrttptry, 26 CONN. L. REV. 913 (1994).
7.

I base this opinion on the information and assumptions provided to me and on my

knowledge of the field of professional responsibility generally and bankruptcy ethics in particular.
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II.
8.

ASSUMPTIONS AND QUESTIONS PRESENTED

Sidley has asked me to make the following assumptions:
a.

Century is currently a former client of Sidley. The circumstances under which they
became so are contested, but those issues are factual and will be the subject of the
arbitration that Century is seeking.

b. Century did not enter into a typical engagement letter agreement with Sidley.
Instead, Century has said that Sidley's representation of Century is governed by the
Service Level Agreement ("SLA") that is attached as an exhibit to the declaration of
Joshua Schwartz.
c. The amount and existence of reinsurance is not at issue in the BSA bankruptcy.
BSA does not have any claim against the reinsurers of the underlying policies that
Century issued to BSA.
d.

The two reinsurance disputes that Mr. Sneed was engaged to work on involved
historical paid claims, not existing claims. Neither involved any issues about the
validity of the underlying primary coverage provided by Century to BSA. The terms
of the reinsurance policies are not the same as the terms of the underlying insurance
policies.
Sidley has asked me to answer the following questions:

9.
a.

Given my review of the materials I have received and the assumptions provided, is it
reasonable f�r Sidley to have believed that the reinsurance work was not substantially
related to its work for Boy Scouts of America ("BSA"), and that information
received in connection with the reinsurance work would not present a "substantial
risk" that the representation for Century would "materially advance" the position of
BSA in the bankruptcy matter?
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b. Could any potential issues or concerns with respect to Sidley's prior representation
be addressed by means of the use of conflicts counsel, screens and other steps in the
bankruptcy? Does Century's description of the potential adversity have implications
with respect to the ability of large firms to represent debtors, and are there ways to
address those implications through some of these steps?
III. SUMMARY OF OPINION
10.

It is my opinion that it was reasonable for Sidley to have believed that the

reinsurance work that it had performed for Century was different enough in scope that it could,
pursuant to Model Rule 1.9, perform bankruptcy work for BSA without presenting a substantial risk
that the information that it had received from Century would materially advance BSA to the
disadvantage of Century.
11.

It is my opinion that, to the extent that any such information referenced in paragraph

10 presented any risk to Century, there are sufficient safeguards that Sidley could use in BSA's
Chapter 11 case to prevent the use of such information.
12.

A list of the documents that I have reviewed is attached hereto as Attachment 2.
IV. ANALYSIS

Issue 1:
Given my review of the materials I have received and the assumptions provided, is it
reasonable for Sidley to have believed that the reinsurance work was not substantially
related to its work for Boy Scouts of America ("BSA"), and that information received in
connection with the reinsurance work would not present a "substantial risk'' that the
representation for Century would "materially advance" the position of BSA in the
bankruptcy matter?
13.

Rule 9010-1£. of the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware

provides that "[s]ubject to such modifications as may be required or permitted by federal statute,
court rule or decision, all attorneys admitted or authorized to practice before this Court, including
attorneys admitted on motion or otherwise, shall also be governed by the Model Rules of
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Professional Conduct of the American Bar Association, as may be amended from time to time."
Accordingly, I am applying Rule1.9 of the Model Rules in my analysis.
14.

Model Rule1.9 provides:
(a) A lawyer who has formerly represented a client in a matter
shall not thereafter represent another person in the same or a
substantially related matter in which that person's interests are
materially adverse to the interests of the former client unless
the former client gives informed consent, confirmed in
writing.
(b) A lawyer shall not knowingly represent a person in the
same or a substantially related matter in which a firm with
which the lawyer formerly was associated had previously
represented a client
(1) whose interests are materially adverse to
that person; and
(2) about whom the lawyer had acquired
information protected by Rules1.6 and 1.9(c)
that is material to the matter; unless the
former client gives informed consent,
confirmed in writing.
(c) A lawyer who has formerly represented a client in a matter
or whose present or former firm has formerly represented a
client in a matter shall not thereafter:
(1) use information relating to the
representation to the disadvantage of the
former client except as these Rules would
permit or require with respect to a client, or
when the information has become generally
known; or
(2) reveal information relating to the
representation except as these Rules would
permit or require with respect to a client.

15.

Rule1.9's purpose is to protect a former client's confidential information from

being used against that client after the lawyer-client relationship has been terminated.3 By

As the Third Circuit has explained, Rule1.9 is a "prophylactic
rule" meant to avoid "even the potential that a former client's
confidences and secrets may be used against him[,]" in order to
maintain "public confidence in the integrity of the bar[,]" and to
fulfill a client's rightful expectation of "the loyalty of his attorney in
the matter for which he is retained." Therefore, disqualification is
Page 6 of20
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protecting that information even after the representation has been terminated, clients are
encouraged to provide their counsel with all of the information necessary to represent them during
the course of the representation, without fear of negative repercussions later.4

proper under the "substantial relationship" standard "when the
similarity in the two representations is enough to raise a common
sense inference that what the lawyer learned from his former client
will prove useful in his representation of another client whose
interests are adverse to those of the former client."
Nevertheless, disqualification is disfavored, and the Court
approaches motions to disqualify counsel with "cautious scrutiny,"
mindful of a litigant's right to the counsel of its choice. As such, a
moving party has the burden to demonstrate that "continued
representation would be impermissible." ... In evaluating whether
disqualification is warranted, a court must "carefully sift all the facts
and circumstances" before making a final determination in a
particular case.
Regalo International, LLC v. Munchkin, Inc., 211 F.Supp.3d 682, 687 (D. Del. 2016) (citations omitted).

4

Comment 3 to Rule 1.9 provides in part:
Matters are "substantially related" for purposes of this Rule if they involve
the same transaction or legal dispute or if there otherwise is a substantial risk
that confidential factual information as would normally have been obtained
in the prior representation would materially advance the client's position in
the subsequent matter.. . . Information that has been disclosed to the public
or to other parties adverse to the former client ordinarily will not be
disqualifying. Information acquired in a prior representation may have been
rendered obsolete by the passage of time, a circumstance that may be
relevant in determining whether two representations are substantially related.

of

of

In the case an Ot;?,anizational client, general knowledge the client's policies and
practices ordinari!J will not preclude a subsequent representation; on the other hand,
knowledge specificfads gained in a prior representation that arc relevant to the matter in
question ordinari/y will preclude such a representation . ... A conclusion about the

of

possession of such information may be based on the nature of the services
the lawyer provided the former client and information that would in ordinary
practice be learned by a lawyer providing such services.
(Emphasis added).
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16.

The crux of the issue, then, is whether Sidley, which formerly represented Century

(an affiliate of Chubb), is representing BSA in "the same or a substantially related matter" in which
BSA's "interests are materially adverse to the interest of Century."5
17.

Comment 2 to Rule 1.9 provides in part: "When a lawyer has been directly involved

in a specific transaction, subsequent representation of other clients with materially adverse interests
in that transaction clearly is prohibited. On the other hand, a lawyer who recurrently handled a type
of problem for a former client is not precludedfrom later representing another client in afactual/y distinct

problem ofthat !JPe even though the subsequent representation involves a position adverse to the prior
client." (Emphasis added.)
18.

The test that I am applying, therefore, involves the following three parts:
a. What did Sidley do for Century during the course of the representation?6
b. What is Sidley doing for BSA in the Chapter 11 bankruptcy?
c. Is there a substantial risk that Sidley learned information from Century that would
materially benefit BSA in its Chapter 11 bankruptcy?7

5

It is my understanding that Century has not provided informed written consent to Sidley with
respect to the BSA representation.
6
It is important to define the scope of work as precisely as possible. A law firm could seek to define
the representation of a former client too narrowly (and thus put the former client's confidential
information at risk), and, conversely, a former client could seek to define it so broadly that a law
firm could never, under any circumstances, represent any new client against any former one.
7
The three questions come from several cases discussing the concept of whether two matters are
"substantially related." As one such case explains,
In assessing whether two matters are "substantially related"
for purposes of Rule 1.9 (and Rule 1.10), courts consider three
questions:
(1) What is the nature and scope of the prior
representation at issue? (2) What is the nature of the
present lawsuit against the former client? [and] (3) In the
course of the prior representation, might the client have
disclosed to his attorney confidences which could be
relevant to the present action? In particular, could any
Page 8 of20
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19.

I have been provided with what I understand to be an unredacted version of the

Service Level Agreement that is attached as an exhibit to the Joshua Schwartz declaration as
Exhibit 1. In the unredacted version, the scope of the work is represented by the defined term
"Non-Claims Services": "services performed by the Law Firm for a Client that are unrelated to the
defense of an insurance claim or a related insurance coverage claim."8
20.

My understanding is that Sidley's only representations of Century involving any

relationship to BSA were in connection with reinsurance collection disputes between Century and
Century's reinsurers (Lloyd's and

-

) with respect to claims that Century had paid out on

underlying insurance policies that Century had issued to BSA-in other words, a contractual dispute
between Century, as the insurer of certain claims against BSA, and its reinsurance counterparties.
21.

In a declaration provided to me by Sidley, Mr. William Sneed (the primary contact of

Century at Sidley) has described his work as follows:
a. Beginning on October 5, 2018, Sidley was retained by Century to perform consulting
work relating to a dispute between Century and certain Lloyd's of London
Syndicates. Sneed Declaration at paragraph 3.
b. At the time, Century brought Sidley on solely in a consulting capacity to review the
record of a prior arbitration between Century and Lloyd's in which Century had been

such confidences be detrimental to the former client in the
current litigation? [ ]
Rcgalo International, ILC, 211 F.Supp.3d at 688 (citations omitted). In particular, courts focus on the
specifics of the current and former representation, rather than on a more generalized argument that
a law firm is aware of a former client's "playbook." See id. at 698 ("[J]udges in this District have
tended not to give great weight in this analysis to unfocused concerns that a party's former counsel
knows that party's ''playbook." Instead, in the main, they tend to require a party who is moving to
disqualify counsel in a patent matter to demonstrate a fairly close legal and factual nexus between the
present and prior representations.") (citing cmt. 3 to Rule 1.9).
8
ACE Legal Department Service Level Agreement at 4. "Client" is defined in the same document
as "any ACE Group Company that retains the Law Firm to provide Non-Client Services with
respect to any matter." Id.
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represented by a different law firm,

with that arbitration hearing

taking place from April 30 to May 3, 2018 (the "First Arbitration"). Sneed
Declaration at paragraph 4.
c. The First Arbitration had involved a claim by Century to Lloyd's for reimbursement
for payments made in settling certain abuse cases in which Century had defended
and indemnified BSA. Lloyd's had reinsured Century for losses arising from
Century's entire book ofbusiness in certain years-i.e., "treaty reinsurance"-which
included coverage for eight annual policies of insurance that Century issued to BSA
from 1963 to 1970. Sneed Declaration at paragraph 4.
d. Beginning in or about February 2016, Century notified and billed Lloyd's for a
portion of the payments that it had made in settling those cases under the
reinsurance treaties. Lloyd's refused to pay Century, and in the First Arbitration, the
arbitrators resolved that dispute adversely to Century. Sneed Declaration at
paragraph 4.
e. Following the arbitration ruling, Century submitted new reinsurance bills for the
same abuse claims in August 2018 that Lloyd's likewise refused to pay. Sneed
Declaration at paragraph 4.
f.

When Century retained Sidley, the only remaining substantive issue of significance in
the Lloyd's Matter was whether Century could permissibly re-issue reinsurance
billings to Lloyd's that accumulated abuse events as a single "occurrence" under the
reinsurance treaties-an issue that the panel in the First Arbitration had declined to
decide. Sneed Declaration at paragraph 5.

g.

In October and November of2018, Sidley was asked to analyze this accumulation
issue, along with certain questions regarding a motion to confirm the First
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Arbitration award. Sneed Declaration at paragraph 5.
h. On November 30, 2018, Joshua Schwartz, the Managing Counsel and Director of
Reinsurance Litigation for Century9 asked Mr. Sneed if Sidley would take on the role
of lead counsel with respect to a new arbitration demand against Lloyd's that had
been issued by Century's prior counsel,

on November 9, 2018.

Sneed Declaration at paragraph 6.
1.

This new arbitration demand sought recovery on the August 2018 billings that
Lloyd's had refused to pay. The only materials that Sidley received in connection
with this work were as follows:
•

Filings related to Lloyd's motion to confirm the First Arbitration award;

•

The record of the First Arbitration; and

•

Placement records respecting negotiations between Century and its reinsurers
regarding the reinsurance treaties, dating from the 19 50s and 1960s.

Sneed Declaration at paragraphs 6 and 7.
J·

In July 2019, Century also asked Mr. Sneed to represent it in a reinsurance
collections dispute with

-

and its affiliate (the "

Matter"). The

-

Matter was officially opened at Sidley on August 5, 2019. Sneed Declaration at
paragraph 8.
k. Like the Lloyd's Matter, the

-

Matter involved efforts to collect reinsurance

arising from payments made under Century policies issued to BSA-this time with
different reinsurers. Sneed Declaration at paragraph 8.

9

Sneed Declaration at paragraph 3.
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1.

In connection with the

--

Matter, the only materials that Sidley received were

emails between Century and

relating to claims settlements that Century had

reached in 2018 and 2019, along with a deposition transcript
for purposes of addressing the reinsurer's
question on

. Sneed Declaration at paragraph 8.

m. Sidley also represented and counseled Chubb and its affiliates in various other
matters with no connection to BSA:
•

On or around May 23, 2019, Sidley opened a matter in which it represented Chubb
in a reinsurance arbitration against
.

•

Starting around May 17, 2019, Sidley sporadically counseled Chubb respecting its
in connection with questions raised
affiliate
by a reinsurer with respect to certain treaties.

•

Starting around May 2017, Sidley reopened a matter in which it sporadically
counselled Century in connection with issues respecting the
. No time was billed to this matter after early 2018.

Sneed Declaration at paragraph 9.
n. For the Lloyd's

, Century had originally allocated the claim

payments to the underlying BSA policies pursuant to what was referred to as the
First Encounter Agreement ("FEA"), which is an agreement between BSA and
Century entered into in 1996. Sneed Declaration at paragraph 13.
o.

-

Although Sidley was provided with the record of the First Arbitration, the

only documents respecting the FEA in that record consisted almost entirely of letters

exchanged between BSA and Century (or Century's predecessor) in the 1990s. None
of these documents reveal privileged or confidential information. Sneed Declaration
at paragraph 16.
Page 12 of 20
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-

p. With respect to the

Matter, Century's position

. Sneed Declaration at paragraph 17.

q. At nq point was the Reinsurance Team asked to advise Century with respect to
Century's rights under the FEA. Sneed Declaration at paragraph 14.
r.

Consistent with the scope of these representations and issues being litigated and
arbitrated in the reinsurance context, Sidley did not receive any confidential
information with respect to any coverage dispute involving the primary policies
issued by Century to BSA during the course of either the Lloyd's Matter or the

s.

-

Matter. Sneed Declaration at paragraph 18.

Sidley did not speak with, interview, or have any exchange with any Century

representative involved with the abuse claims or coverage litigation or relating to the
BSA restructuring. The Reinsurance Team's interactions with Chubb and Century
were with representatives responsible for collecting reinsurance. Sneed Declaration
at paragraph 18.
t.

Sidley was not asked to and did not provide any advice to Chubb or Century relating
to insurance coverage issued to BSA or insurance disputes with BSA. Sneed
Declaration at paragraph 19.

u. At no point did any Sidley attorney on the Reinsurance Team perform legal services
on behalf of BSA in connection with its restructuring. Sneed Declaration at
paragraph 20.
v. The only interaction of any sort that Mr. Sneed had with any insurance coverage
dispute came in connection with discovery requests issued in unrelated coverage
litigation. Because those requests sought documents pertaining to the Lloyd's
Matter, Mr. Sneed contacted Lloyd's counsel via email to advise Lloyd's of the
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requests, pursuant to a confidentiality agreement governing the First Arbitration. He
did not obtain, review, or produce any materials in that litigation. Sneed Declaration
at paragraph21.
w. A reinsurance contract dispute arises when an insurer issues a bill to a reinsurer, and
the reinsurer fails or refuses to pay. The insurer then tries to determine the reason
why the reinsurer has failed or refused to pay and address that reason. For the BSA
reinsurance matters for which Sidley was retained, Century billed the reinsurers for
abuse claims against BSA that Century had defended and settled. Sneed Declaration
at paragraph 11.
x. The reinsurers had refused to pay the bills for two reasons:

y.

-

Sneed Declaration at paragraph 11.

Sneed Declaration at paragraph 11.

z. This is a typical scenario in reinsurance contract disputes. The law of reinsurance
generally does not permit reinsurers to avoid liability under a reinsurance contract by
second-guessing the insurer's claim decisions (i.e., whether to pay a claim and how
much to pay). Consequently, reinsurers instead tty to avoid liability by arguing that
the claim payments should have been allocated to policies they do not reinsure or
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that the claim payments do not comply with a particular definition in the reinsurance
contract (i.e., whether payments made for multiple individual claims qualify as a
single "occurrence" under the reinsurance contract). Sneed Declaration at paragraph
12.
22.

Based on the information set forth above in Mr. Sneed's Declaration, it is my

opinion that the answer to my first question-what did Sidley do for Century during the course of
the representation?-is that Sidley worked with Century to resolve a contractual dispute between
Century and Lloyd's and another contractual dispute between Century and

-

. The central

question in both disputes was whether Century, which had paid out claims, was entitled to certain
payments from the reinsurers pursuant to the reinsurance agreements. From Mr. Sneed's
description of his work, as set forth in his Declaration, it appears that the disputes were not about
whether BSA was covered by its insurance in the first place but rather whether, once Century had
paid those claims, the reinsurers were obligated to pay certain funds to Century. Based on my
understanding ofwhat was at issue, and given Mr. Sneed's declaration, I conclude that Sidley did not
learn any relevant confidential information involving insurance coverage disputes involving BSA.
Instead, the reinsurance disputes appear to have been regarding to which years various paid claims
belonged. 10
23.

My understanding is that Sidley is serving as the main counsel in the BSA Chapter

11 case, along with Morris Nichols Arsht & Tunnell LLP ("Morris Nichols") and, as such, is
charged with all that main counsel must do. The firm of Haynes & Boone LLP ("Haynes &
Boone") has been approved by the Bankruptcy Court to continue to represent BSA in connection
with any aspects of the pending coverage litigation between BSA and its insurers, as well as to
advise BSA on any matters requiring analysis of the insurance policies issued to BSA, including the

10

See Sneed Declaration at paragraphs 5, 13-17 (discussing the allocations of claims).
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extent of available insurance assets and the treatment of insurance under any chapter 11 Plan. (Dk.
210.) Sidley and Morris Nichols would be engaged in such matters as determining which executory
contracts or unexpired leases BSA should assume or reject, drafting and negotiating a disclosure
statement that could be sent to holders of impaired claims, and eventually working to confirm a
chapter 11 plan of reorganization. Because Haynes & Boone has been tasked with addressing the
insurance coverage matters in BSA's Chapter 11 case, any potential issues involving Century's
coverage of BSA would not be entrusted to Sidley to resolve. Thus, it is my opinion that the
answer to my second question-what is Sidley doing for BSA in the Chapter 11 bankruptcy?-is
that nothing in Sidley's current representation of BSA involves the reinsurance dispute resolution
work that Sidley had performed for Century.
24.

Therefore, in terms of my third question-is there a substantial risk that Sidley

learned information from Century that would materially benefit BSA in its Chapter 11
bankruptcy?-it is my opinion that nothing that Sidley is doing for BSA relates to what it learned in
its work for Century and, thus, that Sidley was reasonable in its belief that the reinsurance work was
not substantially related to its work for BSA and that information received in connection with the
reinsurance work would not present a substantial risk that the representation for Century would
materially advance the position of BSA in the bankruptcy matter.
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Issue 2:
Could any potential issues or concerns with respect to Sidley's prior representation
be addressed by means of the use of conflicts counsel, screens, and other steps in the
bankruptcy? Does Century's description of the potential adversity have implications
with respect to the ability of large firms to represent debtors, and are there ways to
address those implications through some of these steps?

25.

I have long contended that the normal state ethics rules do not work well in

bankruptcy cases. See, e.g., Nancy B. Rapoport, Turning and Turning in the Widening Gyre: The Problem of
Potential Conflicts ofInterest in Bankruptq, 26 CONN. L. REV. 913 (1994) (raising for the first time,as far
as I know,the concept of dormant,temporary,actual conflicts that arise in very few areas of lawprimarily in bankruptcy law and family law); Nancy B. Rapoport,Seeing the "J:4orest and The Trees: The
Proper Role of the BankruptqAttorney, 70 IND. L.J. 783 (1995); Nancy B. Rapoport, Our House, Our
Rules: The Needfor a Uniform Code ofBankruptq Ethics, 6 AM. BANKR. INST. L. REV. 45 (1998); Nancy
B. Rapoport,The Intractable Problem ofBankruptq Ethics: Square Peg, Round Hole, 30 HOFSTRA L. REV.
977 (2002). State ethics rules presume a two-sided dispute in which the plaintiff and the defendant
are never allies. In chapter 11 cases,though,parties can be adverse to each other for one issue but
allies in another. 11
26.

The employment of professional persons requires debtor's counsel to be

disinterested,see 11 U.S.C. § 327(a). 12 In part because of the twin requirements of state ethics rules
regarding conflicts of interest and the overlay of disinterestedness in the Bankruptcy Code,courts
approving the employment of debtor's counsel in large chapter 11 cases have faced a dilemma.
Virtually all of the large law firms that have significant experience in big bankruptcy cases represent
11

See, e.g., Nancy B. Rapoport, Turning and Turning in the Widening Gyre: The Problem of Potential Conflicts
ofInterest in Bankruptq, 26 CONN. L. REV. 913,924 (1994).
12
See also the definition of "disinterested person in 11 U.S.C. § 101 (14)),which includes,among
other things a circular definition ("does not have an interest materially adverse to the interest of the
estate or of any class of creditors or equity security holders,by reason of any direct or indirect
relationship to,connection with,or interest in,the debtor,or for any other reason."); Nancy B.
Rapoport,Enron and the New Disinterestedness--The Foxes Are Guarding the Henhouse, 13 AM. BANKR.
INST. L. REV. 521,523 & n. 10 (2005) (referring to the redundancy of sections 327(a) and 101(14).
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clients in other matters who might have an interest in or some relationship to a given case. A strict
reading of the Bankruptcy Code and state ethics rules would preclude all of these large law firms
from ever representing a debtor (or, for that matter, a creditors' committee). Smaller firms without
such potential conflicts would, however, likely not have the staffing to run a large case.
27.

The shifting, impermanent alliances in chapter 11 cases and the inapposite

application of state ethics rules have led to the use of conflicts counsel, especially in large cases. 13

13

Before a court can approve the employment of counsel for the
trustee or the DIP in bankruptcy cases, counsel must satisfy Section
327(a)'s twin requirements of (1) disinterestedness and (2) not holding
or representing an interest adverse to the bankruptcy estate. Section
327 (c) states that counsel will not be disqualified solely because of
representation of a creditor, but the court will disapprove employment
if a creditor or the United States trustee objects and the court
determines that there is a disabling conflict of interest. Counsel for a
committee may not represent any other entity having an adverse
interest in connection with the case, but representation of creditors of
the committee's constituent class of creditors does not per se constitute
representation of an adverse interest.
For certain DIPs, the company may be so large and the issues
involved in the bankruptcy case may be so complex that only a
handful of law firms will have the staffing and expertise to represent
the DIP. But with the case's heft may also come firm clients with
interests potentially adverse to the estate. The preferred counsel
because of its enormous client base-may have some types of
potentially disqualifying conflicts of interest. Smaller DIPs may also
wish to employ counsel whose relationship with another party is
potentially disabling-a choice to be honored if a means to address
the conflict is available. In an attempt to respect the DIP's desire to
employ its counsel of choice, courts can sometimes find a way to
approve the proposed counsel without running afoul of either the
Bankruptcy Code's restrictions or state ethics rules.
Courts must balance the twin goals of giving the debtor an
opportunity to reorganize with counsel of its choice and honoring
applicable ethics rules. Sometimes, a proposed main counsel for a
trustee, DIP, or committee may want to seek authorization to provide
general bankruptcy representation but may have imputation issues that
arise due to the firm's representation of a creditor or other party in
interest on unrelated matters. To address the imputation problem,
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28.

BSA is using Haynes & Boone as its special insurance counsel (see paragraph 23,

supra). If Sidley were to cede all Century insurance coverage-related matters to Haynes & Boone (or
another firm approved by the Court), it is my opinion that, even if there were some information that
Sidley had learned in its representation of Century that had any bearing at all in the Chapter 11
bankruptcy, Sidley would not be in the position of using it to Century's material disadvantage. 14
29.

Furthermore, it is my opinion that screening Mr. Sneed and anyone who worked

with him on the Century matters from all of the work being performed by Sidley in the BSA
bankruptcy case would further insulate Century from any risk of the use of information from the
former matters.
30.

Therefore, it is my opinion that structures such as the use of conflicts counsel and

screening would address any potential issues or concerns with respect to Sidley's prior
representation.
31.

Without the use of such structures discussed above, it is my opinion that bankruptcy

courts would find it extremely difficult to approve the employment of professional persons that
could staff large chapter 11 cases.
32.

I respectfully reserve the right to amend, modify or supplement this Declaration in

response to, or as a result of, the filing of any submission in connection with this case or any

• bankruptcy courts in numerous cases have approved the appointment
of a second law firm ("conflicts counsel") to represent the client in
matters that main counsel cannot undertake.
LOIS R. LUPICA & NANCY B. RAPOPORT, Co-REPORTERS, FINAL REPORT OF THE ABI NATIONAL
ETHICS TASK FORCE 37-38 (2013), available at https://abi-org
corp.s3.amazonaws.com/materials/Final Report ABI Ethics Task Force.pd£.
(footnotes omitted).
14
For a case discussing the use of conflicts counsel in a large chapter 11 bankruptcy context, see,
e.g., In re Enron Corp. (unreported decision), 2002 WL 32034346, *10-11 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2002).
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co ducted in connection therewith.
Dated:~--.; ----Las Ve
Respectfully submitted,

.........--.. .....
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